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Dear eloved Reader, we're going to e real with ou. We're asking ou to join our memership program so we can ecome full
financiall sustainale (and ou get some cool perks too!) With dropping ad rates across the media industr, we're at continuous risk of
shutting down. And we don't want ou to face Trump and his kind without the unique resources we provide. If everone reading this onl
gave $10, we could raise enough mone for the entire ear in just one da. That's right, with the price of a single lunch out, ou can

save us. We're an independent feminist media site, led entirel  people of color, and that pas everone who writes for us. If verda
Feminism has een useful to ou, please take one minute to keep us pulishing the articles ou've come to rel on us for. Thank ou!
Click here to join!

Privilege 101: A Quick and Dirty Guide
eptemer 29, 2014  ian Ferguson
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“Privilege” is a word ou’ll hear often in social justice
spaces, oth offline and online.
ome people understand the concept easil. Others –
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and I was like this – find the concept confusing and
need a little more help.
If you’re willing to learn about privilege, but you
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ource: No Greater Jo

don’t know where to start, you’ve come to the right
place!

efore we get started, I want to clarif that this article is not entirel comprehensive. That is to
sa, it’s not going to explain everthing there is to know aout privilege. ut it’ll give ou a
good foundation on the asics.
Think of privilege not as a single lesson, ut as a field of stud. To trul understand privilege,
we must keep reading, learning, and thinking criticall.

Defining Privilege
The origins of the term “privilege” can e traced ack to the 1930s, when W Duois wrote
aout the “pschological wage” that allowed whites to feel superior to lack people. In 1988,
Pegg McIntosh fleshed out the idea of privilege in a paper called “White Privilege and Male
Privilege: A Personal Account of Coming to ee Correspondences through Work in Women’s
tudies.”

We can define privilege as a set of unearned benefits given to people who fit into a specific
social group.
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ociet grants privilege to people ecause of certain aspects of their identit. Aspects of a
person’s identit can include race, class, gender, sexual orientation, language, geographical
location, ailit, and religion, to name a few.
ut ig concepts like privilege are so much more than their asic definitions! For man, this
definition on its own raises more questions than it answers. o here are a few things aout
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privilege that everone should know.
Search the site ...

1. Privilege is the other side of oppression.
It’s often easier to notice oppression than privilege.

ADVERTISEMENTS

It’s definitely easier to notice the oppression you personally experience than the privileges
you experience since eing mistreated is likel to leave a igger impression on ou than eing

treated fairl.
o consider the was in which ou are oppressed: How are ou disadvantaged ecause of the
wa societ treats aspects of our identit? Are ou a woman? Are ou disaled? Does our
sexualit fall under the queer umrella? Are ou poor? Do ou have a mental illness or a
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learning disailit? Are ou a person of color? Are ou gender non-conforming?
All of these things could make life difficult ecause societ disenfranchises people who fit into
those social groups. We call this oppression.
ut what aout the people societ doesn’t disenfranchise? What aout the people societ
empowers at our expense? We call that privilege.
3 Differences etween the Terms ‘Ga’ an

Privilege is simply the opposite of oppression.

‘Queer’ — and Wh It Matters

2. We need to understand privilege in the context of power systems.
ociet is affected  a numer of different power sstems: patriarch, white supremac,
heterosexism, cissexism, and classism — to name a few. These sstems interact together in one
giant sstem called the kriarch.
Privileged groups have power over oppressed groups.

5 Things to Do (And Not Do) to upport
omeone with Depression

Privileged people are more likel to e in positions of power – for example, the’re more likel
to dominate politics, e economicall well-off, have influence over the media, and hold
executive positions in companies.
Privileged people can use their positions to enefit people like themselves – in other words,
other privileged people.
In a patriarchal societ, women do not have institutional power (at least, not ased on their
gender). In a white supremacist societ, people of color don’t have race-ased institutional
power. And so on.

This Cartoon Nails the 32 Tpes of AntiFeminists – How Man Have You Come
Across?
5 Amazing Love cenes Where Pop Cultu
Got Consent xactl Right

It’s important to ear this in mind ecause privilege doesn’t go both ways. Female privilege
does not exist ecause women don’t have institutional power. imilarl, lack privilege, trans
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privilege, and poor privilege don’t exist ecause those groups do not have institutional power.
It’s also important to rememer ecause people often look at privilege individuall rather than
sstemicall. While individual experiences are important, we have to try to understand
privilege in terms of systems and social patterns. We’re looking at the rule, not the exception

to the rule.

3. Privileges and oppressions affect each other, but they don’t
negate each other.

ADVERTISEMENTS

I experience m queerness in relation to m womanhood. I experience these aspects of m
identit in relation to m experience as a mentall ill person, as someone who’s white, as
someone who is outh African, as someone who is ale-odied, as someone who is cisgender.
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All aspects of our identities – whether those aspects are oppressed or privileged by society
– interact with one another. We experience the aspects of our identities collectivel and

simultaneousl, not individuall.
The interaction etween different aspects of our identities is often referred to as an
intersection. The term intersectionalit was coined  Kimerlé Crenshaw, who used it to
descrie the experiences of lack women – who experience oth sexism and racism.
While all women experience sexism, the sexism that lack women experience is unique in that
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it is informed  racism.
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To illustrate with another example, mental illness is often stigmatized. As a mentall-ill woman, I
have een told that m post-traumatic stress disorder is “just PM” and a result of me “eing an
over-sensitive woman.” This is an intersection etween aleism and misogn.
The aspects of our identities that are privileged can also affect the aspects that are oppressed.
Yes, privilege and oppression intersect — but they don’t negate one another.

3 Differences etween the Terms ‘Ga’ an
‘Queer’ — and Wh It Matters

Often, people believe that they can’t experience privilege because they also experience
oppression. A common example is the idea that poor white people don’t experience white

privilege ecause the are poor. But this is not the case.
eing poor does not negate the fact that ou, as a white person, are less likel to ecome the
victim of police rutalit in most countries around the world, for example.
eing poor is an oppression, es, ut this doesn’t cancel out the fact that ou can still enefit
from white privilege.
As Phoenix Calida wrote:
“Privilege simpl means that under the exact same set of circumstances ou’re in, life would
e harder without our privilege.
eing poor is hard. eing poor and disaled is harder.
eing a woman is hard. eing a trans woman is harder.

Person Dating a Person of Color

eing a white woman is hard, eing a woman of
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color is harder.
eing a lack man is hard, eing a ga lack man
is harder.”
Let’s look at the example of people who are oth
poor and white. eing white means that ou have
access to resources which could help ou survive.
You’re more likel to have a support network of
relativel well-off people. You can use these
networks to look for a jo.
If ou go to a jo interview, ou are more likel to
e interviewed  a white person, as white people
are more likel to e in executive positions. People
in positions of power are usuall the same race as
ou, so if the are raciall prejudiced, it’s likel that
the would e prejudiced in our favor.
A poor lack person, on the other hand, will not
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have access to those resources, is unlikel to e of

j the same race as people in power, and is more s

likel to e harmed  racial prejudice.
o once again: eing white and poor is hard, ut eing lack and poor is harder.

4. Privilege describes what everyone should experience.
When we use the word “privilege” in the context of social justice, it means something slightl
different to the wa it’s used  most people in their everda environment.
Often we think of privilege as “special advantages.” We frequentl hear the phrase, “X is a

privilege, not a right,” conveing the idea that X is something special that shouldn’t e
expected.
Because of the way we use “privilege” in our day-to-day lives, people often get upset when
others point out some of their privileges.

A male acquaintance of mine initiall struggled to understand the concept of privilege. He
once said to me, “Men don’t often experience gender-ased street harassment, ut that’s not
a privilege. It’s something everone should expect.”
Correct. verone should expect to e treated that wa. verone has a right to e treated
that wa. The problem is that certain people aren’t treated that way.
To illustrate: Nood should e treated as if the are untrustworth ased on their race. ut
often, people of color – particularl lack people – are mistrusted ecause of prejudice
towards their race.

White people, however, don’t experience this sstemic, race-ased prejudice. We call this
“white privilege” ecause people who are white are free from racial oppression.
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We don’t use the term “privilege” because we don’t think everyone deserves this
treatment.
We call privilege “privilege” because we acknowledge that not everyone experiences it.

5. Privilege doesn’t mean you didn’t work hard.
People often get defensive when someone points out that the have privilege. And I totall
understand wh – efore I full understood privilege, I acted the same wa.
Many people think that having privilege means you have had an easy life. As such, the feel

personall attacked when people point out their privilege. To them, it feels as if someone is
saing that the haven’t worked hard or endured an difficulties.
But this is not what privilege means.

You can e privileged and still have a difficult life. Privilege doesn’t mean that your life is
easy, but rather that it’s easier than others.

I saw this rilliant analog comparing white privilege and ike commuting in a car-friendl cit,
and it inspired me to roaden the analog to privilege in general.
o let’s sa oth ou and our friend decide to go ccling. You decide to ccle for the same
distance, ut ou take different routes. You take a route that is a it ump. More often than
not, ou go down roads that are at a slight decline. It’s ver hot, ut the wind is at usuall at
our ack. You eventuall get to our destination, ut ou’re sunurnt, our legs are aching,
ou’re out of reath, and ou have a cramp.
When ou eventuall meet up with our friend, she sas that the ride was awful for her. It was
also ump. The road she took was at an incline the entire time. he was even more sunurnt
than ou ecause she had no sunscreen. At one point, a strong gust of wind lew her over
and she hurt her foot. he ran out of water halfwa through. When she hears aout our route,
she remarks that our experience seemed easier than hers.
Does that mean that ou didn’t ccle to the est of our ailit? Does it mean that ou didn’t
face ostacles? Does it mean that ou didn’t work hard? No. What it means is that you didn’t
face the obstacles she faced.
Privilege doesn’t mean your life is easy or that you didn’t work hard. It simply means that
you don’t have to face the obstacles others have to endure. It means that life is more difficult

for those who don’t have the sstemic privilege ou have.

So What Now?
Often, people think that feminists and social justice activists point out people’s privilege to
make them feel guilt. This isn’t the case at all!
We don’t want you to feel guilty. We want you to join us in challenging the systems that
privilege some people and oppress others.

Guilt is an unhelpful feeling: It makes us feel ashamed, which prevents us from speaking out
and ringing aout change. As Jamie Utt notes, “If privilege guilt prevents me from acting
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against oppression, then it is simply another tool of oppression.”
You don’t need to feel guilt for having privilege ecause having privilege is not our fault: It’s
not something ou chose. ut what ou can choose is to push ack against our privilege and
to use it in a wa that challenges oppressive sstems instead of perpetuating them.
So what can you – as a person who experiences privilege – do?

Understanding privilege is a start, so ou’ve alread made the first move! Ya!
There’s a great deal of information out there on the Internet, so I’d firstl recommend that ou
read more aout the concepts of oppression and privilege in order to expand our
understanding. The links in this article are a good place to start.
But merely understanding privilege is not enough. We need to take action.

Listen to people who experience oppression. Learn aout how ou can work in solidarit with
oppressed groups. Join feminist and activist communities in order to support those ou have
privilege over. Focus on teaching other privileged people aout their privilege.
Aove all else, ear in mind that our privilege exists.

Found this article helpful?

Help us keep pulishing more like it  ecoming a memer!
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ian Ferguson is a Contriuting Writer at verda Feminism. he is a outh African feminist
currentl studing toward a achelors of ocial cience degree majoring in nglish Language
and Literature and Gender tudies at the Universit of Cape Town. he has een featured as
a guest writer on wesites such as Women24 and Fox ox, while also writing

for her personal log. In her spare time, she tweets excessivel @sianfergs, reads aout
current affairs, and spends time with her gorgeous group of friends. Read her articles here.
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